Also, since each' polyhedron is a closed figure each "edge" neighbor must also be a "face" neighbor. It should be noted that there is a one-to-one correspondentbetween the number of "edges" on a given polygonal "face" and the number of "edge" neighbor associated with that 'tface".
The main idea in discovering the "nearest" neighbors of a point is to identify the list of "edge" neighbors for each "face" of the polyhedron surrounding that point, As each set of "edge" neighbors is discovered they are put on a stack of "iace" neighbors, then the next "face" neighbor to be looked at is pulled from this stack.
When the stack of "face" neighbors is empty the Voronoi polyhedron is complete and the connectivity y for this given point has been found.
The prcx ess of constructing the connectivity uatrix for a given point is has hem calculated before. are contained within the sets of "edge" neighbors,
i.e. , the neighbors are a subset of the "edge" neighbors. Therefore,
